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Objectives
• To Identify and discuss the Remote Patient Monitoring Security Problem
• To discuss our approach
• To discuss Tattle Tail security operations

• To discuss our threat model
• To discuss Contiki Model demonstration

Agenda
• Remote Patient Monitoring Security Problem
• Previous Work
• Our Approach
• Tattle Tail Security Operations

• Threat Model
• Limitations/Assumptions
• Experimental Evaluation

• Contiki Hardware Model Demonstration
• Conclusion and Future Work

Current Problem:
Vulnerabilities Plague Remote Patient Monitoring
Networks
• IoT Healthcare market is forecasted to
reach $14 Billion by 2022 [1]
• Remote Patient Monitoring (RPM) is the
leading telemedicine application
• Vulnerabilities have already been
found in these networks
• RPM networks will become a
collaborative network of IoT devices
• Malware will eventually seep into
these networks
• Security required down to node level
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•

ICS-CERT Advisory [2]
•
MITM vulnerability

Previous Work
• Ma et al. proposed a Self-Adaptive Intrusion Detection (SAID) system,
which works like an immune system capable of learning different
pathogens and morphing to defend against new attacks. Rule set is likely
complex and not feasible for real MBANS.
• Hai et al. proposed an intrusion detection system based on local and
global agents that monitor packets moving in and out of each node and
packet moving throughout the network, respectively. Rule set is likely
complex and not feasible for real MBANS.
• Sampangi et al. proposed an encryption-based method that focuses on
securing inter-sensor communication as well as securing communication
with the gateway. Encryption will likely over use processing resources.
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Approach and Novelty of Method
• Leveraged wireless sensor node research from our previous work (J. Chandramouli et
al. [6]) to develop a security method for MBANS
• Security on top of low energy routing protocol
•

Multi-hop – decreases node power usage

•

Fixed packet size – makes power consumption predictable

•

Synchronized dynamic duty cycling – every node sends traffic relative to battery power level

• Reduces security to identifying nodes with anomalous power levels
• Demonstrate feasibility using Contiki hardware model
•

Node Discovery

•
•
•
•
•
•

Multi-Hop Routing
Battery
Dynamic Duty Cycling
Packet Layout
Security Algorithm
Threat Models

Benefit of Tattle Tail Security Method
• There is a clear path for Hardware Prototyping of Tattle Tail Security
• Security algorithm written in software, tested in simulated hardware, and evaluated
• Porting to hardware can be done a minimum number of times

MBAN Hardware Prototyping Design-Build-Test Cycle

Tattle Tail Security Operations
• Fixed sized MBAN packets, uncompromised nodes have same size packets
• Compromised nodes have out of sync duty cycles, thus different sized
payloads
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 Normal Operation Example: 2222 0N2f 3333 0N3f 4444 0N4f 5555 0N5f
 Attack Operation Example: 2222 3C2f 33 0N3f 4444 0N4f 5555 0N5f

Threat Model
• 3 Type of Active Attacks
• Node Capture Attack
•
•

Attacker node connects to target node and assumes control of target
The process of connecting to target dissipates target’s batteries, which is detectable by our method

• Denial of Service Attack
•
•

Attacker node connects to target and continues to send packets to it until target dies
The process of continuously sending packets to target dissipates target’s batteries, which is detectable
by our method

• Replay Attack
•
•

Attacker node forwards an old packet to the target
The process sending an old packet to target dissipates target’s batteries, which is detectable by our
method. Takes longer for neighbor to detect.

Limitations and Assumptions
• No Micro Attacks
• Attackers closers than node’s neighbor

• No Passive Attacks
• Do not dissipate power

• No Multiple Attacks
• Were not tested, but can likely detect

• Received packets are acknowledged with minimum length packet

• Nodes know how to account for energy loss of new neighbors that are
skipping over their nearest neighbor due to compromise
• More complex node compromise logic is possible at the gateway
• Detection time is appropriate to identify immediate threats
• Sacrificing precision is not a significant for MBAN application

Experimental Evaluation: Setup and
Procedure
• Experimental Setup
• Contiki, WSN operating system with simulated
hardware nodes using Cooja
•

•
•
•
•

6 sensor nodes
•

5 nodes (nodes 1-5) are MBAN and gateway

•

1 node (node 6) is the attacker node

All MBAN nodes start with same battery level
Each node sends a packet per round
Energy dissipation per round based on First Order Radio
Model
As power level dissipates, all nodes duty cycle at same rate

• Experimental Procedure
•
•
•
•

Nodes find neighbors during discovery
Attacker node is outside of discovery
Normal node operation commences
Attacker node wages 1 of 3 attacks
•

•

All attacks are active, attacker communicates with target

Nodes announce their activity

Contiki and Cooja Tesbded

Contiki Hardware Model: Normal
Operation
Rime communications protocol
stack
Each node sends and receives
discovery packets to build its
neighbor list

Each node sends its data along
with its neighbors data toward
the gateway node (node 1)

Contiki Hardware Model: Node Capture
Attack
• Attacker node 6 communicates
with node 3
• Node 3 experiences a drop in
battery power level, but then tries
to continue its normal operations
• Node 2 detects Node 3’s incorrect
send rate
• Node 2 reports the compromise to
the gateway
• Gateway reports compromise to all
other nodes

Contiki Hardware Model: DoS Attack
• Attacker node 6 does DoS on node
5
• Node 5’s battery power level
eventually drops to 0
• After several rounds, Node 4
realizes Node 5 sends no packets
• Node 4 reports the compromise to
the gateway
• The gateway reports compromise
to all other nodes

Contiki Hardware Model: Replay Attack
• Attacker Node 6 replays old packet
to node 4
• Node 4 experiences a drop in
battery power level, but then tries
to continue its normal operations
• Node 3 eventually detects Node
4’s incorrect send rate
• Node 3 reports the compromise to
the gateway
• The gateway notifies all other
nodes

Conclusion and Future Work
• Tattle Tail Security
– Security implemented on top of low power
routing mechanism
– Clear path to hardware prototyping

• Future Work
– Relax limitations
– Implement additional lightweight security
mechanisms (e.g., obfuscation, use of nonce)
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